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AASU Softball Team At It's Best
Armstrong Atlantic
an ERA of 0.32 in 22
State's Softball Team is off
innings pitched and has
to its best start ever with a
only given up one earned
13-0 run. The Pirates have
run. King was one out
numerous players to thank
away on Saturday from
for their superb play as of
throwing her first no-hitter
late including the trio
of the year against Eckerd
pitching staff consisting of
College out of Florida
Junior Julie King, Junior
when it was broken up by
Maria Lopez, and Sopho
a bloop single in the
more Annie Sells.
infield.
Lopez is currently 5-0
Between the three
with 0.21 ERA. Lopez has
pitchers we have a team
pitched 34 innings and
ERA of 0.35, a 13-0
only given up 1 earned
record, 115 strikeouts in
run. Not only does this
80 innings pitched and
California native throw
have kept hitters down by
well, she can hit. Lopez is
only allowing them to hit
currently hitting .379 with
a mere .126 against our
14 RBI's and one
pitching.
homerun, surely with more
So when you take this
to come.
kind of pitching perfor
Sells is currently 4-0
mance and put it with our
with a 0.58 ERA. Sells
defense and hitting abili
has only given up two
ties, there comes your 13earned runs in 24 innings
0 record against some very
pitched which came in one
worthy opponents. AASU
game against #10 ranked
is currently hitting .423 as
Barry University down in
a team, and fielding .975
Jacksonville, Fla. at the
as a team. Second
University of N orth
baseman, Tesh Wiewel is
Florida "OspreyTnvitacurrently leading the
tional." Sells recorded the
pirates by hitting .532
win against Barry by a
with the most at bats on
score of 6-4. Sells too is
the team. Wiewel has hit
swinging the bat with
two homeruns, proving
authority. Annie is cur
she can hit with power and
rently hitting .514 with
has 13 RBI's.
four homeruns, two of
Close behind follows
which were grand slams.
catcher, Crystal
Sells has 19 RBI's as well
Saccomanno hitting .525
as six doubles to lead the
with two homeruns and 15
Pirates.
RBI's. Saccomanno is
King has recorded a 3-0
second on the team in
start with two other com
slugging percentage, with
bined shutouts. King has
.800 and doubles with

five, behind Annie Sells.
Junior Shortstop, Ansley
Paschal is hitting .382 with a
homerun and seven RBI's
while sophomore third
baseman, Brea Smith is
hitting .395 with five RBI's.
One other standout is left
fielder, Crystal McCracken
who has also hit two grand
slams to total 15 RBI's.
McCracken is hitting .343
with a .629 slugging percent
age.
The Pirates won the
"Osprey Invitational" by
going 6-0 and defeating
ranked teams such as #10
Berry University, and #19
Florida Southern. The
Pirates are currently ranked
#11 in the nation and #2 in
the South Atlantic Region
behind Kennesaw State.
Kennesaw is currently #3 in
the nation.

***************
CONGRATULATIONS
to the 2000-2001 Student
Government Officers!
President: Merilee Cox
Vice President: Edward Milton
Treasurer: Clevelette Edwards
Secretary: Joey Trinh

***************
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You know us - great mem
bership program, great
website -Student
Advantage is completely
focused on college stu
dents. We're ready to put
your energy and your
desire to be in the spot
light to work! You'll pro 
mote what we have to
offer on campus. It doesn't
get much better than this:
great job right on campus,
good pay, bonuses, oppor
tunities to build skills (ecommerce/marketing), flex
ibility to work your o wn
hours*, and did we men
tion free stuff?

Tracg Parker
Advertising Manager
Bob Blumenthai
Office Manager
Photos by
Keith Langston
Des Purcel
Gene UJitham
HI Har ris-advisor
The Inkwell is published and distrib
uted bi-weekly each semester. Copies
are available in distribution boxes
throughout the campus or can be sub
scribed to by mail for $14 a year.
The Inkwell welcomes letters and
comments for improvement provided
that they are clearly written or typed. All
letters submitted for publication must be
signed and a phone number should be
provided for verification purposes.
Names will be withheld upon request.
The Inkwell welcomes public an
nouncements, press releases, etc. Such
information will be published free of
charge at the discretion of the edito
rial staff.
The comments and opinions ex
pressed in this publication do not nec
essarily express the opinions of any
one other than the person who has
written them and are not to be taken
as a reflection upon the views of the
faculty, administrators, the University
System of Georgia or the Board of
Regents.

Apply online at
www.
studentadvantage.
com/textbooks.com
*For the first few we eks of
the semester/quarter, you'll
work 25 hrs/wk. After that,
only 10 hrs/wk.

Bring this coupon and your college ID to
Benson's Resume & Writing Service
before June 30, 2000, and receive a 50%
discount on the purchase of any of our
resume packages.
Benson's Resume & Writing Service
8410 Abercorn Street, Savannah
925-2050
Open 8 a.m. to 2 p.m., Monday through
Friday. No appointment necessary.

New Resource Helps College Students Understand Debt
For most college students, borrowing money -whether it be a student loan, credit card, or car loan - is a fact of life
But students who take on numerous loans in addition to paying everyday living expenses may soon find themselves
missing minimum payments and jeopardizing their long-term credit. To help students understand the lending and
repayment processes, student loan provider Nellie Mae offers "meet the Challenge," a free guide to borrowing and
managing credit for college-bound students. Readers interested in receiving "Meet the Challenge" can order online
at www.nelliemae.com or call I-800-TUITION.
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Since 1975

Make Money, Eat Well and Have Fun
Barnes is hiring for its new, third location
at Abercorn and Tibet.
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To Qualify!
Mufba
4 norths of graduation or how* graduated no more fan fwantylmir
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Applications available from 8am-4:30pm.
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Applications also available at 5320 Waters
Ave. and 4685 Hwy East, Whitemarsh Island
Barnes
Restaurants
1975 - Celebrating 25 years - 2000

STORE
IT!
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Are you looking for a close, convenient place to store your things for the
summer?... COLONIAL STORAGE has just the place for your stuff. We have
a variety of sizes available... one just right for your storage needs.
9303 ABERCORN ETX.

925-0180

Colonial Storage Centers
i st e n u d cl a s s of 2 0 0 0 !
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there are 1,000 things you didn't even know you had

before graduation
^graduation countdown
class of 2 000 network
graduation announcements
online gift registry
real world guide
careers
and a whole lot more

.com
SgradMiIiIiE
The tigh t start in the teal world."

EOEsfie

10 to

0JOBTRAK.COM
"The best site lor students t
grads looking for their lirst job."

- Forbes Magaz ine

& Entertainment
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Theatre Summer Day Camp Enrolling Now
The Theatre Advocates'
Group (TAG), in partnership
with the City of Savannah
Department of Cultural Af
fairs, is currently accepting
registration for the Summer
Theatre Camp. Theatre
Camp takes place Monday
through Friday for two
weeks, and offers a full day
of activities, beginning at
9:00 a.m. (8:00 a.m. drop-off
time) and concluding at 5:00
p.m. (6:00 p.m. late pick-up
time).
Theatre Camp will be
held at SPACE (Savannah's
Place for Art, Culture & Edu
cation), located at 9 West
Henry Street, between Bull
and Whitaker Streets, down
town. Two separate twoweek sessions are planned
for 2000.
Session I, or "Story The
atre Camp," runs from Mon
day, July 10 through Friday,
July 21, 2000. Participants
will be organized into two
groups-six to eight year olds
and nine to eleven year olds.
Space is limited to 15 partici
pants in each age group.
The camp will be a com
plete theater experience en
compassing basic theater
skills, stage movement, mu
sic, improvisation, character
ization, scene work, make
up. prop and set construc
tion, puppetry, and a live per
formance on July 21, 2000.

Cost for the

tw0'week

camp is $300, and includes
all materials, lunch and two
snacks each day, a group
photo, tee-shirt, and theatre
make-up kits. A $75 deposit
is required with registration.
Session II, or "Kids'
Cabaret," is set for Monday,
July 24 through Friday, Au
gust 4, 2000. This session is
designed for ages 12 through
18. Students will study with
Savannah's most qualified
theatre professionals, receiv
ing instruction in stage com
bat and movement, music/
musical theatre, improvisa
tion, relaxation techniques,
scene study, mask work, set
and prop construction, make
up for the stage, and costume
design.
This session will culmi
nate with an August 4 pro
duction of "The Rhythm of
Life," which will showcase
skills learned during camp.
The cost of "Kids' Caba
ret" is $300, and includes all
materials, lunch and two
snacks each day, a group
photo, and a tee-shirt. Again,
a $75 deposit is required with
registration.
Class size is limited for
both sessions, so early regis
tration is advised. For more
information, or to register,
contact TAG at 748-9313, or
208 Garden Acres Way,
Pooler, GA 31322.

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. Worn ens' Alpine Ski Team Diet

During the non-snow off season the US Womens' Alpine Ski
Team members used the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two
weeks. That's right - 20 pounds in 14 days! The basis of the diet is
chemical food action and was devised by a famous Colorado
physician especially for the US Ski Team. Normal energy is
maintained (very important) while reducing. You keep "full" - no
starvation - because the diet is designed that way. It's a diet that is
easy to follow whether you work, travel or stay at home. (For men
tool)
This is, honestly, a fantastically succesful diet. If it weren't,
the Us Womens' Alpine Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it!
Right? So, give yourself the same break the US Ski team gets. Lose
weight the scientific, proven way. Even if y ou've tried all the other
diets, you owe it to yourself to try the US Womens' Alpine Ski Team
Diet. That is, if y ou really do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
Order today! Tear this out as a reminder.
Send only $8.95 - add . 50 cents RUSH service to:
MIDWEST ASSOC1A1ES, 3318 S. Glenstone, Suite 308, Springfield,
MO 65804. Don't order unless you expect to lose 20 pounds in two
weeks! Because that's what the Ski Tea Diet will do.

Kids For Kids Theatre Prepares For Production Of
"Alexander And The Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day
The City of Sava
nnah's Kids For Kids The
atre will hold auditions for
Judith Viorst's "Alex
ander and the Terrible,
Horrible, No Good, Very
Bad Day," on Monday,
May 8, 2000 at 7:00 p.m..
Auditions will be held
at SPACE (Savannah's
Place for Art, Culture &
Education), 9 West Henry
St., downtown Savannah.
Auditions for Krds For

Kids productions are open
to young people between
the ages of six and eighteen.
Newcomers and "sea
soned pros" alike are en
couraged to join in this
charming tale of Alexander,
who struggles with life's
daily dramas, and conquers
the obstacles to overcome
his very bad day. Perfor
mances of "Alexander" are
Scheduled for Saturday,
July 8 and Saturday, July 15

at 10:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.
both days.
Kids For Kids shows are
presented at the historic Savannah Theatre, 222 Bull
Street, and are always
FREE and open to the pub
lic.
For more information
about auditions or perfor
mances, call Kids for Kids
Theatre at 651-6782 or6516783.

V

The City of Savannah
Department of Cultural
Affairs is currently ac
cepting registration for
Summer Visual Arts
Camp. Visual Arts Camp
takes place Monday
through Friday for two
weeks, and offers a full
day of activities, begin
ning at 9:00 a.m. (8:30
a.m. frop-off time) and
concluding at 5:00 p.m.
(5:30 p.m. late pick-up
time).
Visual Arts Camp will
be held at SPACE
(Savannah s Place for
Art, Culture & Educa-

Students enrolled in Vi
sual Arts Summer Camp
will study the fundamentals
of both two- and three-di
mensional art and design.
They will participate in
visual arts classes including
ceramics, sculpture, mixed
media, drawing, painting,
and printmaking. New for
2000 is a class in creative
writing.
In this activity, partici
pants will write stories, il
lustrate them, and create
their own book. Each camp
i-^session also includes one
field trip to the Telfair Museum of Art.
tion), located at 9 West
Students' work will b e
Henry St., between Bull and on display August 11-28,
Whitaker, downtown.
2000 during the Second
Three separate two-week
Annual Summer Art Camp
sessions are planned for Exhibition in Gallery
2000. Session I begins on SPACE. A reception for the
June 5 and ends on June 16; artists is planned for Friday,
Session II runs from June 19 August 18,2000 from 6:00through June 30; and Ses 8:00 p.m.
sion III takes place from July
Class size is limited for
10 through July 21, 2000.
all three sessions of Sum
Sessions I and II are ap mer Visual Arts Camp
propriate for ages four Early registration is ad
through ten. Session III is for vised.
ages eleven through sixteen.
For more information, or
Cost for each two-week to register, call the Depart
session is $180, which in ment of Cultural Affairs Vi
cludes class supplies, sual Arts staff at 651-4248
snacks, and lunch each day. or 351-3839.

%

Music & Entertainment

PARKER & CRAIG
Your Entertainment Resource
Our Rating System
Don't Waste Your Money:
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JOBS THAT MATTER
www.uscg.mil/jobs

YOU HAVEN'T LIVED
TIL YOU'VE SAVED A LIFE.
Talk about job satisfaction. Where else but in the U. S, Coast
Guard could you save lives for a living? It's a good livin g too, with great
pay and benefits, 30 days paid vacation, free travel, full- or part-time
opportunities, plus money for college. Interested in an exc iting military
career? Give us a call . And the next life you save could be your own. C all
1-800-GET-USCG for more information.

Rent It:
Pretty Good:
Gotta See it Yourself:

USCG Recruiting Office
410 Mall Blvd. Suite D.
Savannah, GA 31406
(912) 352-9714

See It More Than Once:

Bonus Opportunities Range From

$2,000 - $12,000 *
if you qualify

iwwanwiHHiKvimnHaiBHMLmnmLNiifM

Top Five Movies
courtesy of yahoo.com

At The Theater
1.U-571
2. Love & Basketball
3. Pvules of Engagement
4.28 Days
5. Keeping the Faith

Rentals
1. Sixth Sense
2. Star Wars:
Phantom Menace
3. Three Kings
4. The Bone Collector
5. The Insider

Peter Pan Flies Into Savannah in 2000
The City of Savannah Leisure Services Youth Theatre, in partnership with Savan
nah Theatre Company, presents J.M. Barrie's most celebrated musical, "Peter Pan",
the weekends of June 30-July 2 and July 7-9, 2000. Show times are 8:00pm on Friday
and Saturday; Sunday matinees begin at 3:00pm.
Performances of "Peter Pan" take place at the his toric Savannah Theatre, 222 Bull
Street, on Chippewa Square. Tickets are $15.00 for adults, $12.00 for students and
seniors, and $10.00 for children under 12 years of age. To reserve tickets, call Savan
nah-Theatre at 233-7764.
For information about group ticket sales, or general information about the sho w
please call Leisure Services Youth Theatre at 6 51 -6782 or 6783.

The Haydnn Chinn Challenge!
The Story
Okay, here's the story. Our
publisher accidently left
the picture of Haydnn
Chinn out of our last is
sue. So, the Inkwell staff
(and some members of
our student government)
spent endless hours past
ing over the big blank box
left in the last issue of the
paper with a little note advertising our Haydnn
Chinn Challenge.

The Challenge

The challenge is to find as
many of these little kangaroos
in the paper as youcan (those
in this ad not included). We
chose kangaroos because
Haydnn Chinn is Australian.
If you are the first person to
enter the Inkwell Office, room
202 upstairs in the MCC, and
tell a staff member the correct
number of kangaroos scat
tered throughout the paper,
you will win a $10 gift certifi
cate to Best Buy.

SpeakUp!
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Georgia National

Guard Youth Challenge Academy Building Future Success!
Gene Witham

I w as privileged to
have the opportunity to
see this program and it's
active members at work
not too long ago while
covering the story about
Survivors of the Wild in
Richmond Hill.
I'm not easily im
pressed with any govern
ment sponosred program
because the success rate
of programs for "at-risk"
youth leaves a lot to be
desired most of the time.
A great deal of hype with
little substance.
But, this is a program
that works and has one of
the highest success rates
in t he nation, per capa.
Established in 1993,
the Academy program is
located in the National
Guard Training Center at
Fort Stewart in
Hinesville, GA.
The program was
established to provide
Georgia's "at-risk" youth
with Academic and Life
Skills training aimed at
improving employment
potential and creating
productive citizens.
The program is divided
into three phases: a twoweek residential PreChallenge Phase, a
twenty-week Residential
Challenge Phase, and a
twelve month PostResidential Phase.
In order to enter this
program an indidvidual
must meet certain eligibil
ity Criteria and screening
process.
1. Must be at least 16
years old. but not yet 19.
2. Must be a high school
dropout.
3. Must be a citizen or
legal resident of the state
of Georgia.
4. Must be unemployed or
underemployed.
5. Must be free of illegal
drugs.

6. Must be free from in
volvement in the legal and
court system.
Once you have me the
above listed criteria, the
next steps are critical in the
acceptance procedure:
1. Submit compeled appli
cation with required docu

It wasn't until I got to the
Survivors of the Wild
Compound in Richmond
Hill, that I really saw the
group for who and what they

are.
I was met by two young
men who greeted me with a
"Good morning, Sir", as I
approached their bus. I was
taken aback because of their
ments.
friendly yet reserved man
2. Complete the Test of
ner. that early in the after
Adult Basic Education
(TABE) and submit scores.
noon, one has to be either
3. Be chosen by State
crazy or dedicated to helping
Selection Committee.
to battle the gnats, heat,
4. Attend a one-day orienta humidity and other uncom
tion program.
fortable forced that exist out
5. Must be medically fit.
in the boonies.
6. Must successfully com
What I was about to
plete drug screening.
learn, these men, and about
7. Most Importantly....YOU 25 others like them, had
MUST VOLUNTEER!
been out at the compound
since about 7:30 AM and
Once accepted into the
had already put in a full days
program, the work starts.
work of clearing dense
You may have seen one
underbrush and laid the
group of program members foundation for a Hay Shed
marching in the St. Patrick's they were building for the
Day Parade this year and
organization. They were all
wondered like I did, who
dressed alike: Grey sweat
these people were. A large
pants, T-shirts, black shoes
contingent of your men, all
and Grey hats, Black web
dressed alike in Grey Fa
belts with cantens and
tigues and hats and highly
gloves.
polished black boots and
They seemed to move
black web belts.
and act as one full body.
At first glance they
They were functioning as a
looked like a military unit
from BC or the Explorers
Scout program. But, embla
zoned on the front of their
fatigue jackets was the
outline of the state of
Georgia with the seal and
the words Youth
Chanllenge.
My first thought was that
this was a group of hard
core delinquents from a
Boot Camp and I l ooked for
the Guards with guns and
wondered alond to my
partner that I couldn't
understand why the state
would have then marching
in a parade in the middle of
town with such a lack of
visible security present.

well-oiled machine that had
one mind set and one pur
pose. i was impressed!
They were preparing to
have lunch that was being
provided by the SOW group.
As they assembled at the
lunch area, these young men
were polite and even jovial
as they each stepped up and
got the offered food and
drink with relish and polite
restraint. No pushing or
shoving, no loud hollering
and carrying on. Just a
group of sincere and polite
young men who were tired
from the work but seemed
energized by the reaction of
the group's member.
I had asked to be allowed
to interview the group with
out their Supervisors present
thinking that this way they
might feel more able to
discuss their living and
working conditions without
Big Brother watching over
their shoulders. What I was
about to learn however, was
that they were free to speak
out about how they felt and
what they thought of the
program anyway.
I guess I was expecting
someone to ask me for a file
to be smuggled to them in a
cake or something...

WRONG!
As I began to talk with
them I realized that these
young men were a team in
every sense of the word.
They all thought alike and
had the same opinion of the
program and what it ha d
done and was doing for
them.
I tried to get a bitch
session going, but none was
forthcoming. They all
agreed that they really didn't
have anything to bitch
about. They were in th is
program because they
wanted to be in it.
Sure, they, all agreed that
the first few weeks of the
program was the hardest for
most of them because the
program consisted of mili
tary style training and boot
camp activites, just like
normal Army boot camp
Emphasis on physical
*•

A.

and mental conditioning was
stressed during this period
and they all agreed that it
was tough, but that it al
lowed them to see for the
first time in their lives what
they were capable of. They
told me that for the first
time they were introducedto
the group mentality and

(cont. on p.7)

Off The Wall

Rant n' Rave
The end of the semes maker is heating a second
ter draws nigh and all
pot, and sweet & lo pack
the lights are on in the
ets, some used, are lying on
student's household.
the counter near the sink.
Inside, an aspiring
Back in the living room
Nurse studies, fighting
hunger pangs flash through
off fatigue, two cats and
the stomach of the op
a cold. The tv is muted,
pressed collegian who fears
turned to the weather
the next eighty pages of
channel. The erstwhile
text that await. ' If only I
nurse rubs blurry eyes
could sleep' he thinks .
and reads on despite a
Looking up from his work
flailing paw brushing
he stares at the mute icon
his cheek that signals
of america, his 27' Zenith.
Shadow's need for
'I can wake up early and
attention. Upstairs
do this tomorrow' he says
voluminous piles of
to the two black cats, his
laundry that have not
silent companions. It's easy
made it to their destina
to rationalize when you
tion await the neertalk to your cat, because
nurse. Bills and letters
they never disagree.
that need attention wait
Fifteen weeks or so
for the day they leave
have elapsed. Ample time
the students dresser.
one would think, to write a
couple of research papers
Downstairs the coffee

some found it a bit foreign
and a little hard to grasp at
first.They explained that
some people don't adapt
well in those first weeks
and some of them just quit
the program and leave.
There are no bars, no
cells, no gun toating
misfit with scrape marks
on his knuckles barking
orders and inflicting
major pain on them.
Quite the opposite in fact.
Their company leaders
are ex-military men who
have come to the program
with a purpose and dedi
cation that befits their
background and status.
Some are retired officers
and military lifers who
saw the potential for
making a difference and
wanted to be apart of the
program from the start.

and read a book or two.
you would think. But here
on one of the last nights of
this interminal semester, 40
hours of work are being
squeezed into a night of
limited duration. Does this
sound familiar? I wonder
if other people are busy
doing the same thing right
now. Trying to save a
semester, all because of the
horrible habit of procrasti
nation. And every semster
these same people go
through a whirling-dervish,
frenzied effort, all the
while swearing they will
never do it again. I swear, I
will never do it again.
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Thanks to all of you for actively
participating in the SGA Elections
(as well as those who were unable
to make it to the polls).
I truly appreciate your prayers and
your votes which helped mt to win
the recent election.
Thanks also to Vernice Kelly Favor,
a wonderful competitor, for such a
challenging competition.

SGA Tour 2000-01
' Treasurer Clevelette Edwards

Anonymous

The Inkwell newspaper Office is
located upstairs mCC in room 202
Come by and let us know if you
are interested in becoming a
Staff Writer!
(or call us at 9 2 7- 5 35 x)
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Cleaning And Sweeping The Coast
Gene Witham
Saturday's are my favor
ite day of the week. A time
to sleep past 6:00 a.m. and
time to allow the rigors of
the proceeding week to pass
into oblivion without guilt or
shame.
So, forcing myself to get
up at the regular time and
leaving the warmth and
comfort of my bed to hurry
down below Midway for an
8:30 departure from Half
Moon Marina on Colonel's
Island, I questioned my own
sanity several times before
arriving at the departure site.
The weather had been fore
cast to be rainy and dismal
and it sure looked like it
would live up to, if not ex
ceed expectations before the
trip began.
I had been invited, along
with some 30 or so volun
teers and an expected film
crew from Georgia Public
Television, to accompany a
group called Clean Coast on
a trip to St. Catherine's
Island.was, let alone what
sweeping the beaches in
cluded, but I packed my sug
gested gear and my cameras
and headed off for a new
adventure.
The group of volunteers

consisted of people like a 75
year old, retired Gulfstream
engineer, a Liberty County
Commissioner, Teachers,
Hospital workers, children
and even the Manager of
Solid Waste Disposal for
Liberty County. And leading
the pack on this day's trak
was Dot Moss, whom read
ers know as the lady that
started BRAG (Bicycle
Riding Across Georgia) and
her 3^3 year o ld son, Randy.
Dot, a turbo charged
bundle of raw energy was
strolling back and forth with
the air of a General on the
eve of a major battle, orga
nizing, introducing mem
bers.with the newbies and all
in all making things happen.
A foggy mist hung on the
horizon like a shroud and
gave me the creeps and I be
gan to wonder if we would
call it off and I could head
home to my warm and dry
bed. Dot convinced us all
that it would turn out all
right and that we would
have the adventure of a life-r
time. What a snake oil sales
man would say!
Off we headed into the
cold and damp river and out
to sea. I didn't know any
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thing about where we
were going so I quizzed
Dot who was more than
happy to give me more
than I thought I wanted to
know
about
St.
Catherine's Island.
Once the Northenmost
Spanish outpost on the At
lantic Coast, the island
was named Santa Catalina
de Guale, after the Guales
who had been thought to
have inhabited the island
as early as 1576.
An original signer of
the Declaration of Inde
pendence and Georgia's
first Governor, Button
Gwinett leased the island
and lived on it till his un
timely death at the hand of
a duelist Lachlan Mcin
tosh in 1777. The house he
lived in, The Button
Gwinett House, remains
intact on the island.
The Island, almost 11
miles of pristine land,
covered with lush vegeta
tion and small but lovely
beachlines surrounding
the whole area, has passed
through several hands of
ownership until 19143
when Edward John
Nobel, the maker of the
Lifesavers Candy bought
the island.
The history of the us
age of the island would
take this and several other
articles to do it justice, so
let me define what the is
land is used for now.
The island has become
a sanctuary for man en
dangered species of ani
mals and wildlife. A re
search facility was created
and funded and adminis
tered by the American
Museum of National His
tory, through the Edward
John Nobel Foundation.
The facilities are main
tained and enhanced to
suppot the Wildlife Sur
vival Center, a major ar

0
chaeology program, and
many scientific and conser
vation projects.
Twenty-six varieties of
exotic and endangered
birds, Hawaiian geese, an
telope, land turtles, cranes,
monkeys and zebras, and
even a family of Ringed
Tailed Lemurs inhabit the
landscape of this sheltered
but greatly organized facil
ity.
The island, with the ex
ception of the coastal
beaches that surround the
entire landmass, is privately
owned and managed and is
off limits to anyone not hav
ing business there or invited
to the island by the manage
ment or scientific team.
I feel very fortunate to
have been given access for
a brief period, under the
watchful eye of the Curator
and project manager, to take
pictures of the wildlife that
lives and flourishes there.
The waterways and
beaches are in fact owned
and controlled by the gov
ernment, therefore public
access to the beaches can
not be refused by the Foun
dation. However, any area
beyond the high tidal line is
considered private and ven
turing onto that land would
be considered trespassing
and is strictly enforced by

the owners.
Restricted access I
given cause for rumors
surface from the idiotic to
the sublime.
Some have said that the
government has a missile
base on the island. Others,
believe that the scientific re
search has to do with bio
logical warfare develop
ment. Still, others believe
that the island is some
strange breeding compound
for human experimentation,
alas, "The Island of D r.
Moreau."
Well, let me assure you
that none of these hysterical
illusions exist on this si land
Or any other island, that I
know of.
The restrictions of access
are more to protect the deli
cate balance of breeding
schedules and rituals of the
various endangered species
of wildlife on the island
Nothing more.
The more threatening
occurence to this island, be
sides the incursion of u n
wanted humans with
clumsy, insensitive expl°ra"
tion habits, is the invasion1-1'
foreign objects such as p'35'
tic wrap, cups, and debris®
all sorts that get caught in^
vegetation and beach shr^'
bery and causes the decay

(cont. on p.9)
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(cont. from p.8)

Two or three hours after
And, let me also emphasize
and destruction to the deli touching the beach, Dot sig
the fact that you get a good
cate balance of nature as it naled thecrews to return to the
physical workout trudging up
exists on the island.
staging area for lunch. I'm not and down the beach. The event
And that's why I left the talking sandwich's and
isn't overly tiring or laborious.
comforts of home and was drinks... I'm talking a feast for
Nor, in the grand scheme of
now arriving at the starting
the palate! A freshly cooked things, does it invade much of
point on the beach with my Low-country shrimp boil with
your private time. As a matter
assorted shipmates.
all the trimmings skillfully of fact, it allows you to reflect
The first thing that prepared by Randy Moss.
and ponder personal thoughts
needed to be done was to
The crews assembled and and peaceful introspection
unload several rolls of plas ate the meal with relish as the
while providing a muchtic trash bags, the 50-gallon
afternoon sun peeked out needed service to the environ
size, and the food for the from the dense fog cover that ment.
day's lunch. Volunteers had hung over the island for
Dot is quick to point out
rolled out several bags and most of the morning.
that there is room for more
headed up the coastline in
The atmosphere amongst people who can spare several Charlotte Dixon (912)897teams of two or more. They
the volunteers was warm and hours of their time once a 0518, or: (912)355-3521.
were th ere to find and col friendly and I understood why
month and she encourages all
We have allowed our
lect trash and debris a that Dot calls them all her ex who are interested to contact: planet to fall into massdidn't belong on the beach.
tended family. They actually
Tires, bottles and plastic enjoyed their time together
cups, bundles of wire or net doing something for mankind
ting an d fishing line could that counted. Not one argu
be seen entangled in the ment occurred. Not one voice
roots and limbs of the trees was raised in anger. Not one
along the sand. Paper, plas note of dissent could be de
tic wrap, baggies, and other tected throughout the time we
assorted materials were spent there. That is amazing
found, sometimes cut out given the number of diverse
and placed in the plastic personalities that were repre
bags and taken to collection sented there.
points, up and down the
Chatham County resident
coastline for pickup by sev and photographer, Larry
eral skiffs assembled for that Shaffield,also a trained an
purpose.
thropologist, founded Clean
The volunteers were in
Coast in 1987.
high spirits and eager to do
Incorporated as a non
the job they had come to do profit corporation in 1991, the
and it was evident in the purpose of the organization is
speed with which they
to provide for a clean environ
worked. For a first timer, the ment on Georgia's coastal is
prospect of cleaning other
lands and waterways by regu
people's trash wasn't ex larly and systematically sur
actly what I had in mind
veying and removing and
when I agreed to take this properly disposing of any
trip.
man-made debris.
I was convinced that I
With membership cur
would ta ke pictures of oth rently at about 150 members,
ers working and help the activities include 11 monthly
film team document the cleanup events per year, sup
whole proceedings. But, be port of other cleanup projects
and events via equipment and
fore I knew it, I was part of
the force of energy on the materials, participation at
shows and events with envi
beach and I found myself
looking back along the area ronmental or conservation
themes, and a planned boater
we had just passed over with
a sense of pride and seren outreach program.
Funding is entirely
ity. Th e area looked like a
through membership dues,
picture out of a South Seas
grafts, private individual and
picture book I had read with
such fascination when I was business sector donations and
growing up.
limited contract work.

ivedisrepair and it's time we
all make a concerted effort
to clean it up. Why not start
here and now.
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All Good Things Musi
Come to an End
By Jenn Alves- Jackson
Spring break is over,
midterm has passes, and
now students are down to
the final hours of the
Spring 2000 semester.
When looking around
campus, there is not
much socializing. People
are on the go, the com
puter lab is packed, the
library is full and the
cafeteria is only occupied
between 12 and
lpm(activites hour).
What does this mean?
It means those final
papers, presentations and
exams are hovering over
the heads of Armstrong's
students.
When asked about
"finals anxiety" most
students were pretty
calm. Samantha
Hornberger, a senior said
that she was not really
stressed about finals.
Sheri Reagan, also a
senior, said that her
anxieties had not come to
life yet.
While these two, "I
got it together", seniors
were calm there were
some that felt otherwise.
Annie Collins, a junior,
said that no matter how
prepared she is, she

always worries about
finals. Dorothy Kempson,
a sophomore, said that she
was only worried about her
statistics class, but that
was enough!
So, what was the
hardest class taken this
semester? This was easy;
many people already had it
figured out. The many
responses were Film,
Microbiology, Philosophy,
Rhetoric, Spirit and Struc
ture and Statisitcs.
However, It must be
said that many students
considered thses classes to
be the most challenging
and thus, the most interest
ing! Sheri Reagan, a
rhetoric student, said,
"Rhetoric is the hardest
class I am taking this
semester, but it is ex
tremely challenging,
which, as history dictates,
will prove to be the most
rewarding."
Thus, credit must be
given to the wonderful
professors who have
blessed us with their
knowledge and reminded
us that we are the best.
So, where do we go
from here? Summer
Semester!

To The Editor^
Dear Editor,
Saturday night's perfor
mance of "Knight of the
Burning Pestle" was spec
tacular, one of the best of the
many that 1 have seen on the
Jenkins Hall stage. Do you
know anyone other than Pe
ter Mellen who can pull a
400-year-old-farce from the
archives, dust it off, cut it to
the length a present day au
dience will sit through,
present it on our stage and
leave the audience laughing
hysterically and practically
rolling in the aisles (not to
mention, a standing ovation
at the final curtain)?
The student actors were
obviously enjoying them
selves. If a line was ever
dropped, I was not aware of
it, and I've read the play. The
handsome set, designed by
Cully Long, facilitated the
quick scene changes needed
for this farce to be success
ful. What more can I say? The
director clearly knew what he
was doing. The Armstrong
Masquers have done it again!

Dr. Wm. L. Easterling
Armstrong Atlantic, Ret.

The Inkwell Staff would
like to Congratulate the
Masquers for another
OUTSTANDING
performance!

Jamie Oliphant
is an AASU
student who has
developed her
own website
designed to sell
books among
other things.
Look up her website at
www.yardsaleplus.com.
Sell your books online,
not inline!

Gallery SPACE Hosts "Recycling" Exhibition By Bruce Phillips
Edward Bruce
Phillips' exhibition en
titled "Recycling" will
be on view at the City
of Savannah Depart
ment of Cultural Affairs'
Gallery SPACE from
April 17-June 9. An
artist's reception will be
held May 19 from 6:008:00 p.m.
Bruce Phillips works
with found objects and
recycled material to cre
ate assemblage installa
tions. These installa

tions are developed as three
dimensional paintings.
Many of the works are
functional as well as ab
stract.
His work is meant to
evoke memories and
curiousity by juxtaposing
various found objects.
Bruce Phillips has his
MFA in painting from the
Savannah College of
Art and Design. He has
been featured in many
shows throughout Georgia.
Phillips last exhibited in

Savannah at the Beach In
stitute, and was a featured
artist in The Savannah
College of Art and
Design's "Functional Fol
lies" project.
For more information,
please contact Gallery
SPACE at 651-4248, or
visit the gallery at 9 West
Henry St., downtown Sa
vannah.

CALLING ALL THESPIANS !
AUDITIONS FOR PIPPIN...
Auditions for the musical production
PIPPIN by Stephen Schwartz will be held on
May 11-12 from 6:30 to 8:30 atAASU's Jenkin
Theatre. All persons wishing to audition should
bring a prepared song and the accompanying
music.
A cast of 12-20 people with a minimum of 6
men and 6 women plus a chorus is called for.
Performance dates are July 14-16 and July 2123. Course credit is available. For more infor
mation call, 921-5641.

Health Matters

Bioterrorism: Is the City of Savannah
Prepared for a Potential Attack?
Christina B. Pasa

An Apple A Day...
and other home remedies

A

By: Stephanie Craig

Remedies to Help You
(Survive the (Stress of Finals^
Herbs can benefit the
nervous system in a num
ber of ways beyond simple
stimulation and relaxation.
There are three types of
nervines, plant remedies
that have a beneficial ef
fect on the nervous sys
tem, recognized today in
Western Herbalism.
These are nervine ton
ics, nervine relaxants, and
nervine stimulants.
A few examples of
nervine tonics include
Oats, St. John's Wort, and
Skullcap. Skullcap is a tra
ditional traquilizer that is
widely used in Europe to
put the body and mind at
ease. However, it is bitter
when ingested as a tea and
will require sweetening.
Balm, Chamomile,
Passion Flower, and Vale
rian are common nervine
relaxers. Chamomile has
been shown by modern re
searchers to depress the
central nervous system,

thus lowering stress levels.
Valerian is one of the
most common herbal treat
ments for stress. It is avail
able as a capsule or as a tea.
It improves the quality of
sleep without causing grogginess the next day.
Also, it is not addictive
like some sleeping aids. It
has also been proven to
lower blood pressure, a di
rect result of stress.
A few other beneficial
herbs include catnip, gin
seng; hops, lavender, pasque
flower, gotu cola, and
guarana. Ginseng normal
izes the body when it is out
of balance, which means it
is a beneficial herb whether
you suffer from stress or not.
Ginseng can be taken as
an extract, mixed in liquid,
as a tea, or in capsules.
Exercise, relaxing music,
and massage also help re
duce stress. My advise for
the best way to control your
stress during finals is to

study a little bit at a time
over a longer time interval
(if possible).
Being prepared is the
best way to beat stress.
However, if you are con
tinually feeling stressed
(after the havoc of finals)
without an apparent cause
you should seek medical
attention.
Also, do not begin any
herbal therapy without
first consulting with your
doctor.

*_
%_

V

v L adies-Get your Birth Control Pills Covered on Insurance!
1m
I w ork in a pharmacy
and I see it all the time women come in to get
their husband's Viagra on
insurance but have to pay
full price for their birth
control pills! Are you
kidding me! I got mad
and found out how
women can get around
most insurance limita
tions and get their birth
control pills for half off.
First of all, there are
many health benefits of
birth control pills - one is
that they regulate your
menstrual cycle. This is
considered "medically
necessary." These two

Jamie Oliphant
social security number)
written on it to the prior
approval department.
3. Call the prior approval
department
the day the
easy steps:
prescription is faxed to
7. Call your insurance and
make
sure they received it
talk to the prior approval
and
ask
how long it will
department. Tell them your
pills are medically necessary. take to process. Usually it
will take a couple of days.
They may tell you that your
4. Call them back to see if
doctor needs to write those
everything went through
words on a prescription and
fax it to the department. Get o.k. then go get your
the fax number and the name pills...It is really that
simple! But if you have any
of the person to contact
2. Call your doctor and ask problems, visit my web site
them to fax the prescription
at www.YardSalePlus.com
with (1) the words "medically and click contact us and
necessary "(2) your name (3) I w ill answer anything you
words are very important
Using these words will help
you get your pills for at least
half off. Just follow these

id number (usually your
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got! GOOD LUCK!!!

Bioterrorism is a
potential epidemiologic
threat because its occur
rence can result in very
high numbers of illnesses
and deaths from infection
by or exposure to biologi
cal agents over a short
period of time. Many
emergency management
officials and medical
experts agree that it is no
longer a question of "if',
it is an emphatic "when,"
regarding the event of a
bioterrorist attack. The
issue is receiving much
attention these days,
mostly because of in
creasing incidences of
bioterrorist threats and
events.
Bioterrorism is the use
or threat of use of biologi
cal agents, such as an
thrax, to cause or threaten
disease. It is different
from chemical terrorism
because the perpetrator
las the opportunity to
leave the scene of the
crime undetected and be
far removed from the
scene before any evidence
of biological agent release
appears.
Bioterrorism is also
considered the "poor
man's neutron bomb"
because it is relatively
less expensive than a
nuclear warhead or a full
military strike. Basically,
what is needed is a means
to culture or produce the
organism or toxin and a
method of distribution.
These are fairly attain
able mostly because of
the pool of highly trained
scientists and technicians
existent worldwide. In
addition to available exp
ertise, biological weapon
preparation know-how is
readily accessible. This
information is available to
anyone through library
books and the internet.
The Federal Bureau of
Investigation's (FBI)

count for domestic investi
gations of terrorist threats is
146: 22 chemical, 24 radio
logical/nuclear, 19 combina
tion of agents, and 81
biological. Before the late
1990's, the FBI typically
recorded approximately 12
total terrorist threats. The
incidence is very much on
the rise.
There are many biologi
cal agents that can be used
for bioterrorism; however,
the organisms that have a
high potential for use in
clude Bacillus anthracis
(Anthrax-causing bacteria),
Variola virus (smallpox
agent), Yersinia pestis
(plague-causing bacteria),
and Francisella tularensis
(tularemis-causing bacteria).
Possible reasons for these
organisms' potential are
availability, ease of aerosolization or other delivery
methods, and respective
disease-causing ability.
The biggest problem
among the diseases associ
ated with these organisms is
that the initial symptoms are
nonspecific ("flu-like") and
indicative of several nonlife-threatening diseases;
furthermore, if a correct
diagnosis is not made within
24 to 48 hours, it is usually
too late for effective treat
ment.
Recently, the Federal
Government has budgeted
over $10 billion for domes
tic preparedness programs to
combat bioterrorism for the
year 2000. This is approxi
mately $1 billion more than
the 1999 figure. Public
health infrastructure and
surveillance were targeted as
areas that needed additional
funding, as were research
and development. Special
attention will be given to
planning, training, and
equipment.
In an address to the Inter
national Association of Fire
fighters, President Clinton
announced (cont. on pg 14)
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While You're Waiting.

Computer

The Blonde Joke Hrchiue
No offense to our fair haired fellow students.

Humor

Q) Why do blondes have T.G.I.F. printed on theii shoes?
A) It stands for "Toes Go In First ."
Q) What does a blonde say when you blow in her ear?
A) Thanks for the refill.
Q) How can you tell a smart blonde from a dumb blonde?
A)The smart blonde has brown roots.
Q) Why don't blondes make kool-aid?
A) They can't fit 8 cups of water into that little package.

For a computer programming class, I sat directly across from someone, andourcompm.
ers were facing away from each other. A few minutes into the class, she got up to leave the
room. I reached between our computers and switched the inputs for the keyboards. She
came back and started typing and immediatly got a distressed look on her face. She called
the teacher over and explained that no matter what she typed, nothing would happen.Ik
teacher tried everything. By this time I was hiding behind my moniter and quaking redfaced.
I started to type," Leave me alone!"
They both jumped back, startled. "What the..." the teacher said.

V

Q) Why did the blonde climb to the roof of the bar?
A) She heard drinks were on the house.

I typed, "I said leave me alone."
The kid got real upset. "I didn't do anything I swear!"
It was all I could do to keep from laughing out loud. The conversation between them and

Q) How do you get a blonde's eyes to sparkle?
A) Shine a light in her ear.

HAL 2000 went on for an amazing five minutes.
Me: "Don't touch me!"
Her: "I'm sorry.
Me: "Who do you think you are anyway?"
Etc. Finally, I couldn't contain myself any longer and fell o ut of my chair laughing. Aftei
they realized what I had done, they both turned beet red. Funny, I never got more than aCin that class.

Q) What is a blonde doing when she holds her hands
over her ears?
A) Trying to hold onto a thought.
Q) Why did the blonde stare at the frozen orange juice can?
A) Because it said "concentrate."
Q) What do you do when a blonde throws a grenade at
you?
A) Pull the pin and trow it ba ck!

Q Wise Man Once Said.

Stranger Than Fiction

In 1644 the crew of a French ship was preparing to bury one of the children voyaging to
the French island Martinique. Francoise, a bright pretty young girl, had died suddenly
after a short illness. As the priest was entoning the prayers, there came a
mewling from under the canvas in which the young girl was wrapped. A
kitten jumped out when the covering was removed. The mother explained
that the kitten had been her daughter's constant companion. The
captain said the child must still be alive, as no animal will stay
near a dead body. The child was indeed alive, and she grew up
to make history.She was Madame de Mainte non who mar
ried King Louis the Fourteenth in 1 684 and ruled France
with him until his death.
^A

Who'd Have Thunk?
"Half the people in the wor ld are below average."

Anonymous
"Power corrupts. Absolute power is kinda neat."

John Lehman (US
Secratary of the Navy)

Two women - a Russian and an Austrian - have given birth to 69 children.
than two children in o ne confinement.

Neither

Chaiacters in animated cartoons are usually drawn with only three fingers and a thumbto
save time and labor.
Snickers is the most popular candy in America.

The biggest cause of matrimonial fighting is money.
"Don't go around saying the world owes you a living. The
In her lifetime, one termite queen can produce over 500 million children.
world owes you nothing. It was here first."

Mark Twain
Fool m e once, shame on you. Fool me twice, p repare to
die."

Klingon Proverb
"I love M ickey Mouse more than an y woman I ha ve ever
known."

Walt Disney
The object of waris not to die for your country but to make
the other bastard die for his."

General George Patton

hadb

Aseven inch North African ostrich egg takes 40 minutes to boil.

How to Speak Georgian
Doc: A condition caused by the absence of light.
"It's mighty doc in here."
Far: A state of combustion.
" The house is on far!"
Fur Piece: A considerable distance.
"it's a fur piece from here to Tampaf >9
Flares: The colorful part of a plant.
Ifyour wife's mad M yo u, you'd
f eet her

."

While You're Waiting.
KING CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1
2
4
1 School of
3
whales
12
13
4 Con game
15
16
8 Shock
12 Bothera
18
tion
13 Dawn, to
21
da Vinci
14 It's all in
26 27 28
your head
15 Stem
31
structure
34
17 In the
35
neighbor
37
38
hood
18 Fleet
40
19 Early bird
21 Say it's OK 45 46 47
22 Big
publicity
50
26 Antic
29 Holyfield
53
tactic
30 Tyke
52 Just —
31 On e of
precaution
Donald's
53 See
nephews
1-Down
32 Coquettish
54 Meadow
33 Be
grazers
philanthropic
3 4 M y P a r t y " 55 Ruin the
veneer
35 M aze path
36 Spick-andDOWN
span
1 Partner of 5 337 "The
Across
Deerslayer"
2
Bloodhound's
author
clue
39 Has a
3 Adverse
potential
destiny
40 Marriage vow
4 Lower
41 Fish ha wk
5 Spike
45 Stan of jazz
48 Out, of s orts? 6 Alphabet
beginning
50 The gamut
7 —while the
51 Ultimatum
sun shines
ending

5

6

•
_

7

•

3

off the mark
10

11

23 24

25

9
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17

19

20

22

•
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29

32

30

33

36

That pretty much kills my
appendicitis diagnosis."

39

•

41

49

54

8 Overzealous
patriot
9 Praiseful
piece
10 Meadow
11 Macadam
ingredient
16 Onetime head
of C BS
20 Sailor
23 Ballet bend
24 Stromboli
output
25 Arabian Sea
gulf
26 Stylish
27 Jam
ingredient?
28 Mexican
moolah
29 Great
happiness

•

42

43 44

52

55

A\C&£L DlSCoM&oTdATb
32 Sang "Adeste
Fideles"
33 Symbol
35 Said
40-Across
36 Friendly
ghost
38 Fast food
39 Bullwinkle, for
one
42 Rove
43 "Born Free"
heroine
44 Calendar
quota
45 Whale
group
46 Schedule
abbr.
47 Heath cliff or
Garfield
49 Bullring b ravo
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AWAY

"This is a really bad time. Can you
call back after my kids have
gone off t o college?"

Pjomssojo Buix
0} J3MSUV

Salome's Stars

"I'm not a lawyer but I give ad vice as one
on the Internet."

ARIES (March 21 to April 19) That
anxious feeling disappears with a reas
suring gesture from a loved one. The
weekend holds some pleasant surpris
es for the ever-adventurous Ram.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20) A
planetary lineup creates unsteadiness
both on the job and in your private life.
Stay the course, and you'll soon ride
out the worst of the unsettling effects.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) Leave
nothing to chance. You need to get
more involved in working out problems
at home and on the job. A Sagittarian
offers romantic possibilities.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) A
new relationship suddenly presents
unexpected problems. Clear up all
misunderstandings now to avoid more
serious situations later.
LEO (July 23 to August 22) This is
a good time to act on long-delayed
projects, both personal and profession
al. A new job prospect opens up some
exciting possibilities. Check it out.
VIRGO (August 23 to September
22) Those on-the-job changes contin
ue to bring new challenges. In your
personal life, be more flexible in deal
ing with a loved one who needs your
help.
LIBRA (September 23 to October 22)
A personal problem creates some con
cern at first, but your prompt attention
helps get things sorted out. Family and
JriendsjjrovidtMnuclwirede^ugjMt^^

SCORPIO (October 23 to Nov
ember 21) A strong positive attitude
helps disperse that cloud of negativism
around you. A friend reaches out to
offer loving support when you need it
most.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) A setback in an impor
tant relationship results from a misun
derstanding. Forget the finger-minting
and take the first step to set things
straight.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to
January 19) Keep an open mind about
changes in your personal life. What
seems unacceptable at first might
prove to be otherwise when more facts
begin to emerge.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 18) It's a good time to start
the healing process for bruised or bro
ken relationships. There may be some
resistance to a reconciliation, but don't
give up.
PISCES (February 19 to March 20)
During this period of c hange, the wise
Pisces should avoid swimming in rough
waters. Take time for things to settle
before making a serious commitment.
YOU WERE BORN THIS
WEEK: You are friendly and enjoy
good company. You have a fine sense
of business and are more likely than
not to succeed at whatever you choose
to do.
© 2000 King Features Syndicate. Inc.
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Bioterrorism...
(cont. from p. 11)
the creation of the National
Domestic Preparedness
Office (NDPO) housed in
the Department of Justice
(DOJ), under the FBI. After
a year or surveying groups
of first responders (E.g.
emergency medical techni
cians, firefighters, law
enforcement officers, and
emergency room staff)
throughout the nation, the
NDPO is now fully func. tional. The Offices function
is to provide a support
network of bioterrorism
readiness resources to
Federal, state, and local
first responders.
NDPO provides guid
ance in designing prepared
ness programs, which
include appropriate pre
paredness training on
several levels, from a level
of general awareness to that
of direct medical response.
NDPO's most important
task is to educate first
responders on intelligence,
equipment, protective gear,
and biomedical support
available to them. It is also
instrumental in streamlin
ing and standardizing
antibioterrorism efforts
nationwide.
Given the available
resources, a city like
Savannah should be ad
equately prepared for the
event of a bioterrorist
attack. Factors which make
the city a true potential
target are: the ports, Hunter
Army Airfield, Savannah
International Airport, easy
access to I-16,1-17, and I95, close proximity to
King's Bay Naval Subma
rine Base, and that Savan
nah is a point of deploy
ment for the world's largest
mechanized infantry
division.
A recent survey of
potential first responders
revealed that Savannah is
in the very early stages of
preparedness. Chiefs John
Rintoule and James Phillips
at the Savannah Fire

Yadda Yadda Yadda

Team members at Memo Savannah's ability to reDepartment are very aware of proactivity.
spond to and control a
rial Health University
When asked if he knew
the threat of bioterrorism and
of the shoe box sized detec Medical Center's Center for bioterrorism event. While
they take it very seriously.
results of this analysis are
Infectious Diseases were
tion device currently avail
The sad thing is that they
confidential,
Mr. Jones was
also
interviewed.
The
have not received the support able for the identification of
able to relay that, "we have
Center's Medical Director,
supposedly available to them about 18 neurotoxins, he
some
very strong factors
Dr.
Paul
Jurgensen,
and
the
stated that he knew of
through the Federal, state,
which facilitate the mitiga
nurse manager/hospital
"sniffers" that identified
and local preparedness
tion
of, preparedness for,
epidemiologist,
and
cur
chemicals but was not aware
programs. They had no
and response to this type of
rently developing a
of devices for biological
knowledge of the NDPO or
event."
bioterrorism
preparedness
agents.
He
felt
his
team
was
specific funds for training
plan using the Association
He went on to say that
much more prepared for a
and equipment regarding
for
Professionals
in
Infection
CEMA
is currently working
chemical
terrorist
attack.
bioterrorism.
Control
and
Epidemiology
on
providing
first respondThey have had many drills
The fire department does
and the Centers for Disease
ers with appropriate equipexercising protocol on
have an adequate supply of
Control
and
Prevention's
ment and training and that
"Level A" personal protective chemical disasters but none
guidelines as a template.
Chatham County would be
related to protocol for
equipment (the highest level
Mrs.
McNally
felt
that
included in the County and
bioterrorism.
He
was
not
of protection against hazard
vaccinating healthcare
Municipal Agency Domes
aware of future vaccination
ous chemical and biological
workers, particularly with
programs educating the
agents). They communicate
tic Preparedness Equipment
anthrax and smallpox vac
frequently with the State Fire team about the potential
Support Program for the
Marshall's Office about
biological agents. He, like
cines, would be a good first
year 2000. CEMA is also
bioterrorist threats occurring
the fire chiefs, did have a
step. Dr. Jurgensen added,
planning to conduct fullthroughout the United
"A terrorist wants scale exercises incorporat
States. The State Fire
the most bang for ing bioterrorism scenarios.
Marshall's Office is also
Mr. Jones emphasized
his buck. If most
responsible for investi
the CEMA is working very
Americans are
gation the legitimacy of
diligently towards prepared
immunized
"urban legends" (ru
ness. "We have taken the
against anthrax
mors of illegal or
first step to identify our
and smallpox,
threatening incidents,
shortcomings
and are
he's not going to
e.g. contaminated
working with diligence in
go that route. We
needles placed in public
putting in place the efforts
should stockpile
telephone or movie
which
will allow us to
antibiotics that
theater seats) and subse
pulse on terrorist threats
could defend people who
mitigate against, prepare
quently notify local fire A
throughout the nation;
weren't vaccinated against
for, response to, and recover
departments.
^ however, the FBI contacts
anthrax and we should
from an act of terrorism."
Savannah's Tactical
him directly, as does the
develope a comprehensive
It is quite evident that
Reactions and Prevention
Secret Service (though not
plan in concert with the
open communication and
(T.R.A.P.) organization is the as frequently).
public and private health
coordination
of efforts,
division of law enforcement
The T.R.A.P. team
officials throughout the
especially at the first re
that would be called upon to
consists of 40 highly trained nation on how to deal with
sponder
level, are very
investigate a bioterrorist
law enforcement agents and an outbreak."
important. Savannah's
event. Lieutenant Glemboski emergency medical techni
Finally, the Deputy
response
to bioterrorism
is T.R.A.P.'s director or
cians/paramedics. One of
Director of the Chatham
will
be
much
more efficient
operations. At the time of
the paramedics relayed to
Emergency Management
and effective if all the plans
interview, Lt. Glemboski was me that Savannah was not
Agency (CEMA), Mr.
reflect the same objectives,
working on taking the "big
chosen as one of the cities to Dennis Jones, was inter
are in the same language,
plan" of protocols for disas
receive a Department of
viewed. This was the most
and are interrelated.
ters and narrowing it down to Health and Human Services
important part of the pre
Bioterrorism is a very
a tailored law enforcement
"rapid medical response
paredness
assessment be
difficult and overwhelming
response to bioterrorism.
team." These are special
cause coordination of the
He was also not aware of
issue to tackle indepen
groups specifically trained
first
responder
response
to
the NDPO and said that to
dently. Without open com
to respond to a biological or
bioterrorism would be
date, he had heard no men
munication, there is a risk of
chemical weapons emer
facilitated by this organiza
tion of training or equipment. gency. Apparently, the
misinformation, not know
tion. CEMA's preparedness
He was not optimistic that he criteria were primarily
ing what resources are
or movement toward pre
would see any funding until a
available, or developing a
population-based and the
paredness would be an
bioterrorist event actually
false sense of security. AH
three Georgia city recipients
indication of where the City the interviewees were very
occurred. Lt. Glemboski
were Atlanta, Columbus,
of Savannah truly stood.
elaborated and said that
supportive of a concerted
and Macon. Savannah is
Mr. Jones is very familiar effort against bioterrorism
usually, the way things get
considered a "soft target," in
with the NDPO. CEMA has
done in Savannah is through
and we Savannahians
spite of the factors previ
recently participated in a
reactivity rather than
should expect some real
ously mentioned.
DOJ survey analyzing
follow-through.
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The Inkwell Is Running This Summer!!!
Send us your submissions and get PAID!!!

(Help prevent Inkwell Staff Exhaustion! Send us your submissions!)

Armstrong Atlantic State University
The Inkwell
Summer Publication/Submission Schedule
Submissions Due

Summer '00

May 23
June 13
July 3
July 17

Publication Date

June 2
June 23
July 14
July 28

